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 1 

Abstract 2 

Many interests are shown on nanofluids as it’s suitable for cooling applications. Knowing the 3 

physical properties of nanofluids such as viscosity plays a key role in practical heat transfer 4 

situations. The main goal of this work is to measure the dynamic viscosity of Gold nanofluids 5 

during sessile droplets evaporation, at ambient temperature, based on ultrasonic high-frequency 6 

acoustic waves (1 GHz). So, we have developed the high-frequency acoustic transducers, for 7 

longitudinal and shear waves, located at the bottom side of the silicon substrate. This method has 8 

access to characterize the liquid/solid interface (Droplet/Silicon). Due to viscoelastic losses (one 9 

of the causes of attenuation), the attenuation (attenuation in fluids about 220 dB/mm) of the 10 

sound energy produced by nanofluid generates a complex form for the mechanical impedance of 11 

the sessile droplet of nanofluid. The measured echoes diagram represented by amplitude and 12 

phase angle were obtained using a Network Analyzer. The complexity of the nanofluid for the 13 

shear signal wave has a direct relation between the attenuation and the viscosity and as a result, 14 

an online variation in the shear viscosity of a droplet contains 4% Cv gold nanoparticles were 15 

extracted throughout the evaporation process. At the same time, a new micromechanical model 16 

developed by FreeFem++ software was provided to compare the results obtained experimentally. 17 

This model has been validated to be used to calculate the viscosity of nanofluids. 18 

Keywords:  Nanofluids; Droplets Evaporation; Acoustic field; Shear viscosity; Finite element 19 
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List of Symbols 1 

 2 

Cv  Volume concentration, % 

r*                                                          Complex reflection coefficient |�|   Amplitude reflection coefficient 

R LL  Longitudinal reflection coefficient 

R TT  Shear reflection coefficient 

Zsi  Mechanical Impedance of silicon substrate, kg·s-1.m−2 

Znf     Mechanical Impedance of droplet nanofluid, kg·s-1.m−2 

C  Acoustic velocity, m.s-1 

CL  Longitudinal acoustic velocity, m.s-1 

CT     Shear acoustic velocity, m.s-1 

nf  Nanofluid 

p  Particles 

w  Water ���  Density of Nanofluid, kg·m−3 	��  Density of nanoparticles, kg·m−3 ��  Density of water, kg·m−3 	��  Young Modulus of nanofluid, Gpa 	�  Young Modulus of Water, Gpa 	�  Young Modulus of nanoparticle, Gpa ∅  Phase angle, ° �  Pulsation of the incident wave 

CT  Shear acoustic velocity, m·s−1 

αT  Shear attenuation �∗   Complex shear wave number, m -1  

μs  Shear viscosity, Pa.s                                                                  �р  Particle Volume Fraction ����   Shear stress, N.m-2 

µ   Lame coefficient, Gpa �  Deformation, SI 

 3 
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I-Introduction 2 

Nanofluids as a new innovative class of heat transfer fluids represent a rapidly emerging field 3 

where nanoscale science and thermal engineering meet [1, 2]. It’s a novel strategy to improve 4 

heat transfer characteristics of fluids by the addition of solid particles with diameters below 5 

100 nm due to their high thermal performance compared to their base fluids (Solid metal has a 6 

larger thermal conductivity than a base fluid). This basic idea of particle-dispersed fluid can be 7 

traced back to Maxwell's study in 1873 [3]. Since nanofluids exhibit unprecedented heat transfer 8 

properties [4, 5], it considered as potential working fluids to be used in high heat flux systems 9 

such as electronic cooling systems, solar collectors, heat pipes, heating building and nuclear 10 

reactors. [6-8] 11 

To clarify our research on nanofluids in improving heat transfer in thermal engineering systems 12 

and before design any thermal system in which nanofluid is the working fluid, it is necessary to 13 

know their thermo physical properties including thermal conductivity [9], viscosity [10], density 14 

and heat capacity in addition to the stability of nanoparticles inside the fluids [11, 12]. Few 15 

studies have been conducted on the rheology of nanofluids [13-15], even though the viscosity of 16 

nanofluid is as important as thermal conductivity when it comes to practical applications. 17 

Measuring the viscosity of the nanofluids is very important since it indicates the fluid's 18 

resistance. 19 

Several research presented the viscosity effect on the evaporation rate of droplets with 20 

nanoparticles compared to their base fluids [16, 17].  Many parameters affect the nanofluid 21 

viscosity including preparation method, base fluid type, temperature, particle aggregation, 22 

particle size and shape, volume concentration , surfactants, and so on [18, 19]. As a result, the 23 

efficiency of heat transfer performance is reduced even if it shows a high thermal conductivity. 24 

Different methods were used to measure the viscosity of nanofluids using mechanical method 25 

(rheological), Rheometer (rotational, capillary…) [20-22]. Measuring the properties of a material 26 

using rheological method which contains the drive motor and encoder which measure and set the 27 

torque, deflection angle and speed then we can calculate the viscosity needed.  28 

In addition to some theoretical models presented in the literature to estimate the shear viscosity 29 

of nanofluids such as Brinkman model [23], Einstein model [24], Brownian model [25]. Most of 30 

these models give only a good accuracy at lower volume concentration percentage compared to 31 



 

 

2 

 

the mechanical experimental results while at higher percentage the theorem showed less 1 

accuracy [26-28]. 2 

Experimental investigation is very important for the analysis and validation of theoretical 3 

models proposed by researchers. Thus, in this work, we have introduced a high frequency 4 

ultrasonic technique to measure the viscosity of nanofluids during droplets evaporation. 5 

Ultrasound has found a wide range of applications in the measurement of the viscosity of liquids 6 

[29, 30]. In this experiment, we measured locally the effective shear viscosity, as a continuous 7 

measurement, of a sessile droplet contains gold nanoparticles (Au-water) during evaporation 8 

process. This method based on acoustical point of view at the solid-liquid interface. Our 9 

acoustical measurements were done at very high frequency (1 GHz) in order to give us a very 10 

good sensitivity at the interface (Silicon- droplet). Few works have been done to find the 11 

viscosity using acoustics methods but all deal only at low frequency and for pure liquids only 12 

(frequency doesn’t not exceed 100 MHz) which is less sensible [31-33]. 13 

The acoustic method, developed in our laboratory, was used to characterize solid-liquid 14 

interfaces at micro/nanometer scales [34] [16]. Experiments on the evaporation of nanofluid 15 

sessile droplets at ambient temperature are conducted to measure the shear viscosity of gold 16 

nanofluid droplet during evaporation process. The analysis was depended on the reflection 17 

coefficient from the wave signal that emitted at the bottom of the silicon substrate and reach this 18 

signal to the bottom of the droplet using a two transducer one refers to the measurement droplet 19 

while the other to the reference air. At this high frequency signals, the characteristic of 20 

nanoparticles deposited at the surface are clearly observed with the change in the reflection 21 

amplitude [12]. In this case, we estimate the attenuation (viscoelastic loses) only in the liquid and 22 

then the reflection coefficient will have a complex form (amplitude and phase angle) for each 23 

longitudinal and shear waves. This complexity related to the mechanical impedance of both the 24 

substrate and the nanofluid droplet deposited at the interface. 25 

Measuring the acoustical properties such as velocity, attenuation, and phase changes resulting 26 

from wave reflections are often used as a tool for rheological characterization of liquid 27 

(solid/liquid interface). From the shear reflection waves, the shear viscosity of the gold nanofluid 28 

sessile drop is obtained throughout the evaporation process. Also, an estimate of the particle 29 

concentrations, at the interface, throughout the process was deduced from the longitudinal 30 

waves. At the same time, we presented in this work our micromechanical model developed in 31 

FreeFem++ to calculate the effective shear viscosity of nanofluids depending on their 32 
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nanoparticles concentration. The concept is to find the creep function under a constant applied 1 

stress on 2D Kelvin Vogt medium (fluids with particles) and from the theoretical expression we 2 

extract the needed parameters. This model was validated and approved in [35] for nanofluids 3 

viscosity measurements. 4 

II- Material and Methods 5 

1- Viscosity measurements using high frequency acoustic waves (1 GHz)  6 

 7 

The study is dependent on the mechanical properties at the interface between the silicon substrate 8 

and the droplet. It is represented by a reflection coefficient. The formula in Eq. (1) has a complex 9 

form and it is related to the mechanical impedance of the substrate and the liquid where it is 10 

deposited at the interface. The complexity is due to viscoelastic losses inside the sessile droplet 11 

(Attenuation). 12 

�∗ = ���∗ �����������∗ 			                                                                      (1)                                                                    13 

Where Z = ρ.C, ρ is the density of the medium, and C is the acoustic velocity of the wave 14 

propagating inside of the medium. In our case,	� !  is the acoustic impedance of the (100) silicon 15 

(Crystalline orientation of the silicon crystal) substrate and ���∗  is the complex acoustic 16 

impedance taking into account the attenuation in the nanofluid droplet. The reflection coefficient 17 

can be written in the complex form as follow: 18 

                     �∗ = │�│#$%	('∅) 
          (2)  

Where │�│is the amplitude of the reflection coefficient, φ  the phase angle between the incident 19 

and reflected wave. We present in Table 1, the longitudinal, shear speed of sound and the 20 

density of silicon to identify subsequently the acoustic impedances in each case. 21 

 

   Medium 

 

Longitudinal Acoustic  

Velocity,  

CL (m/s) 

 

 

Shear Acoustic  

Velocity,  

CT (m/s) 

 

Density,  

ρ (kg.m-3) 

Silicon 8434 5843 2300 

Water 1488 88 998 

 22 
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Table 1. Physical properties of silicon and water at room temperature. [36] 1 

 2 

The reflection coefficients are determined for both longitudinal reflected waves and shear 3 

reflected waves during droplet evaporation process. The shear viscosity measurement will be 4 

obtained from the amplitude and the phase angle of the shear waves.  5 

The expression of the complex shear reflection coefficient �∗  is given in Eq. (3). The complex 6 

shear wave number �∗  is correlated to �∗  as in Eq. (4).  7 

�∗ = ���∗ �����������∗ = )��*+∗��������)��*+∗ = │�│#$%('∅) = , - '.                               (3) 8 

/∗ = �/�∗  9 

Where ���	is the density of nanofluid, 
*

T
C is the complex shear velocity in nanofluid, ω  the 10 

frequency of the incident wave and 
*

T
k  the complex shear wave number. From these equations, 11 

we can know the complex shear wave number in function of shear refection coefficient. 12 

 13 

																																																								�∗ = � !���(1 2 �∗ )� !(1 - �∗ ) = 3 2 45																																																								(4) 14 

Where �∗  can be express as follow: 15 

																																																							�∗= � /7 2 '8 =	� /7 2 '9)����:� 														                        (5) 16 

Where T
C  the effective shear velocity in nanofluid and T

α  is the shear attenuation and μ  is the 17 

shear viscosity. One can see that from the kinetics of both the amplitude and the phase angle of 18 

the shear wave, the shear viscosity can be deduced at the interface between the substrate and the 19 

nanofluids droplet during its evaporation process.  20 

2- Experimental setup 21 

 22 

In this work, the studied nanofluid consists of gold (Au) nanoparticles (Sigma Aldrich, 5 nm 23 

diameter, OD 1, stabilized suspension in 0.1 mM PBS, reactant free with volume concentration 24 

of 4% Cv) dissolved in distilled water and then stabilized through ultra-sonication (Elma, S 10/H) 25 

for at least 1 h before use.  26 



 

 

5 

 

The experimental set up is similar to the one used in a previous study [Zaaroura et al., 2018] [12]. 1 

Measurements are made on a high frequency echography principle and under a controlled 2 

atmosphere using an air-conditioning system. A cascade PM8 prober system is used to control 3 

the position S/G (signal/ground) probe at the micro scale level on a piezoelectric transducer as a 4 

small as 250 μm in diameter to achieve electrical measurements (see Fig. 1).  5 

The specificity of the probe is the possibility to achieve an electrical contact at the backside of 6 

the wafer on which the piezoelectric transducer was fabricated [Annex A]. These probes are 7 

connected to a Rhode & Schwarz ZVA8 Vector Network Analyzer. A Rohde & Schwarz ZVA8 8 

Vector Network Analyzer allows the measurement of the reflection coefficient in the time 9 

domain such as the phase angle between the incident wave and those reflected.  10 

 11 

 12 

 13 

 14 
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 19 

 20 
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 1 

(b) 2 

Figure. 1. (a) Schema of the experimental setup of acoustic measurements, (b) Experimental 3 

setup in real state.  4 

To ensure and verify the accuracy of our acoustic method, the used transducer was fabricated 5 

with specific technique in order to generate more shear waves since it is the most sensitive 6 

parameter to extract the shear viscosity. This method known as a blind technique, see [Annex A].  7 

III- Results and Discussion 8 

1- A calibration method for acoustic measurements: Water as a reference liquid 9 

 10 

Several precautions are taken into consideration to improve measurements accuracy. A 2 μl drop 11 

of water, as reference liquid, is deposited on the hydrophobic silicon surface where the 12 

transducer (250 μm in diameter) is located. An acoustic wave is generated by the ZnO transducer 13 

through the substrate to the interface. Then, the evolution in the amplitude reflection coefficient 14 

is determined and represented in Fig. 2. 15 
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 1 

Figure. 2. Amplitude reflection coefficient evolution of pure water droplet during evaporation 2 

process at 22°C. 3 

The amplitude coefficient is determined to be 0.8593 theoretically since we know all the physical 4 

properties of water.  5 

The experimental result, as shown in Fig. 2, demonstrates a good reliability of the measured 6 

amplitude coefficient │R│= 0.8592 ± 0.01%. At the same, the shear phase angle of water is also 7 

extracted and represented in Fig. 4 for viscosity measurements. 8 

 9 

2- Measurements of the viscosity of (4% Cv) Gold nanofluids droplet 10 

 11 

The measurements were carried out during a droplet of gold nanofluid (4% Cv - 2μl drop) at 12 

ambient temperature, 22° C. The variation in the amplitude (RLL) and phase angle (RTT) of the 13 

reflected waves, sent to the interface, were found throughout the evaporation process, Fig. 3 and 14 

Fig. 4.  15 
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 1 

(a) 2 

 3 

(b) 4 

Figure. 3. (a) 4 % Cv Gold nanofluid droplet deposited on silicon substrate and above the 5 

transducer of 250μm in diameter  (b) Amplitude reflection coefficient (RLL) evolution of 4% Cv 6 

Au-water nanofluid droplet evaporation on a silicon substrate at 22°. 7 

 8 

We can observe from Fig. 3 that the amplitude reflection coefficient was remained constant 9 

during about 800 s then begins to change and decreasing till the end of evaporation process. This 10 

is primarily ascribed to a change of the physical properties of the material interacting with the 11 

ultrasounds at the interface. This evolution (after 800 s) is clearly due to the precipitation of gold 12 
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(Au) nanoparticles on the silicon substrate above the transducer. The delay in the gold particles 1 

deposition due to the good stability of these particles after suspension in 0.1 mM PBS [16].   2 

In Fig. 4, we represent the shear phase angle variation for both water and gold nanofluid during 3 

droplet evaporation process. These evolutions are more representative and sensitive than the 4 

amplitude of reflection coefficient for viscosity measurements. So, after 800 s, the phase angle 5 

rapidly decreases as a function of time. This sensitivity will entails higher variation in the 6 

viscosity after from t=800 s till the end of the evaporation process. From these results and 7 

according to Eqs. 3, 4 and 5 we can obtain the variation in shear viscosity of gold nanofluid 8 

droplet during evaporation process. (See Fig. 5) 9 

 10 

 11 

Figure. 4. Phase angle variation for water and Gold nanofluid droplet on a silicon substrate at 12 

22°C. 13 

 14 
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 1 

Figure. 5. Shear viscosity variation during the evaporation of 4% Cv Au-water nanofluid droplet 2 

on a silicon substrate at 22°C. 3 

 4 

 5 

Fig. 5 presents the variation of dynamic shear viscosity of 4% Cv Au-water nanofluid sessile 6 

droplet during evaporation process at 22°C degree. The variation in the shear viscosity of gold 7 

nanofluids has the same value as water for the temperature 22°C [37], from the beginning till 800 8 

sec of the evaporation process (equal to 0.97 х 10-3 pa.s with ± 0.002%). This behavior is due to 9 

the good stability of this type of gold nanoparticles were validation was proved in Zaaroura et al. 10 

[16]. After 800 sec, we noticed that the shear viscosity of gold nanofluid starts to increase while 11 

for water the values remains constant. The results obtained clearly showed the direct link 12 

between the deposits of gold nanoparticles on the shear viscosity of gold nanofluid. In the figure 13 

below, Fig. 6, we presented the final deposition of gold nanoparticles after the end of 14 

evaporation process where it observed clearly their deposition above the transducer which gave 15 

access to the concentration measurement later. (See section 3) 16 

 17 
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 1 

Figure. 6. Gold nanoparticles final shape pattern on the 250 μm transducer diameter 2 

 3 

3- Micromechanical model for nanofluids viscosity measurements  4 

 5 

In order to validate our experimental results, a micromechanical model is presented to calculate 6 

the effective shear viscosity of nanofluids. This model is based on the Finite Element Method 7 

(FEM), using FreeFem++ software, which is compared to an analytical creep function that 8 

provides a way to extract the dynamic viscosity when a constant shear stress on the 2DKelvin-9 

Voigt medium is applied, Eq. (7). This new model based on the homogenization method has 10 

been validated and has proven its effectiveness for measuring the viscosity of different types of 11 

nanofluids, see the work of Zaaroura et al. [35].  12 

Thus, it deals with complex situations such as nanofluids with a particle size distribution, 13 

concentration gradients, or particles of different materials.  14 

 � = ��� = ���°2> ?1 2 #� @@�AB (7) 

 15 

Where µ  the lame constant, ε the deformation, � the stress applied and >  is the shear viscosity. 16 

To apply this homogenization method, the concentrations of gold nanoparticles is needed. So, 17 

from the amplitude reflection coefficient of longitudinal waves RLL, we were able to calculate the 18 

concentrations of gold nanoparticles deposited on the transducer during the evaporation process. 19 

This correlation is represented in Eq. (8)  20 
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|�CC| = D��� 2 � !��� - � !D = D���/��C 2 � !���/��C - � !D = DE���	�� 2 � !E���	�� - � !D 
��� = F1 2 ��G�H - ���� 

	�� = F1 2 ��G	H - ��	� 

⇒ |�CC| = JJ9?F1 2 ��G�H - ����B ?F1 2 ��G	H - ��	�B 2 � !
9?F1 2 ��G�H - ����B ?F1 2 ��G	H - ��	�B - � !JJ 

                       

 

(8) 

 

Where ���and 	�� are the density and the young modulus of the nanofluid respectively, �� and 1 	р are the density and the young modulus of the gold nanoparticles and ��  is the particle volume 2 

fraction. In Table 2, we presented the volume concentrations of gold nanoparticles related to 3 

each amplitude reflection coefficient of longitudinal waves throughout the process of droplet 4 

evaporation. It is important to verify that the concentration of nanoparticles at the start of the 5 

evaporation process was found to be equal to zero and this because of the stability and the non-6 

deposition of nanoparticles above the transducer. Whereas after the deposition has taken place, 7 

the increase in concentration is clearly observed until the end of the evaporation process.  8 

 9 

 10 

 11 

Time (s) 0 200 400 800 1000 1030 1050 

│RLL│х 10-3 859.2 859.2 859.2 859.1 859 858.9 858.6 

Cv % 0 0 0 0.0128 0.015 0.017 0.021 

 12 

Table 2. Gold nanoparticle concentrations deposited on the transducer during the evaporation 13 

process. 14 

 15 

These concentrations were used to extract and calculate the viscosity of gold nanofluid from the 16 

homogenization model. The creep function is represented for each concentration after applying 17 

pure shear stress (Fig. 7a) and therefore calculate the dynamic viscosity using Eq. (7). In Fig. 18 

7b, we have displayed the comparison between the acoustic experimental results and the 19 

theoretical results for the dynamic viscosity of gold nanofluid at different volume concentrations.  20 
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It the sensitivity and the precision of the differential variance of the creep function for these 1 

concentrations were clearly demonstrated. Extracted results showed a very good agreement with 2 

a relative error of around 6 %.  3 

 4 

 5 

(a) 6 

 7 

 8 

(b) 9 

 10 

Figure. 7. (a) Shear creep function for the 2D-KV medium of Gold/water nanofluid at different 11 

particle volume concentrations (i) 0.0128% (ii) 0.015% (iii) 0.017% (iv) 0.021%, 12 

(b) Comparison of the dynamic viscosity of gold nanofluid with the acoustic experimental results 13 

at ambient temperature. 14 

 15 



 

 

14 

 

For the same concentrations, we calculated the viscosity for each concentration using Brinkman 1 

and Brownian models. As the result showed, these viscosity prediction models are still not 2 

suitable due to their underestimation compared to experimental and real measurements. 3 

IV- Conclusion 4 

An experimental study, based on a high frequency reflectometry principle (1-GHz), provided a 5 

detailed analysis to measure the dynamic viscosity of gold nanofluid at ambient temperature. 6 

This technique showed it’s important to detect and investigate the interfaces (solid/liquid) 7 

depending on the reflection coefficients. The dynamic viscosity of gold nanofluid droplet (4% 8 

Cv) was measured and followed during the evaporation process by measuring the mechanical 9 

impedance of the nanofluid droplet which has the complex form due to attenuation of the sound 10 

energy produced by it. The measurements were based on the longitudinal and shear reflected 11 

waves send from ZnO transducer to the interface. These two reflected waves enabled the 12 

extraction of the concentrations of gold nanoparticles deposited above the substrate from the 13 

longitudinal wave and to measure the dynamic viscosity based on these concentrations from the 14 

shear reflected wave. 15 

On the other hand, a micromechanical model was used to validate the experimental results 16 

obtained by high-frequency acoustic waves. This model, based on a homogenization Kelvin-17 

Voigt method, has validated its efficiency for nanofluids viscosity measurement applications.  18 

The results showed a very good agreement compared to the experimental data with a relative 19 

error of the order of 6%. 20 

 21 

 22 

 23 

 24 

 25 

 26 

 27 
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Annex A 1 

ZnO transducer fabrication process: 2 

 3 

The fabrication of the used ZnO piezoelectric (1 GHz) is fabricated inside the clean room in Lille 4 

(France) and installed in the Institute of Electronic, Microelectronics and Nanotechnology 5 

(IEMN). 6 

The fabrication procedure is shown below: 7 

 8 

Figure. 9. Fabrication Process flow chart 9 

 10 

The fourth step, where the deposition ZnO is carried out, is performed using the Magnetron 11 

sputtering deposition frame, see Fig. 10, where the blind technique is applied, by placing an 12 

aluminum plate in the center of the substrate, inside the Magnetron chamber to generate more 13 

shear waves. 14 
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 1 

(a) 2 

 3 

(b) 4 

Figure. 10. (a) Magnetron sputtering system in real state (Institute of IEMN) (b) Magnetron 5 

sputtering system from inside with additional blind technique.  6 

 7 

 8 

 9 

 10 

 11 

 12 

 13 

 14 
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